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Rapping (or rhyming, spitting, emceeing, MCing) is a musical form of vocal delivery that incorporates "rhyme,
rhythmic speech, and street vernacular", which is performed or chanted in a variety of ways, usually over a
backbeat or musical accompaniment. The components of rap include "content" (what is being said), "flow"
(rhythm, rhyme), and "delivery" (cadence, tone).
Rapping - Wikipedia
Etymology. The term, costermonger, first appeared in written English language in the early 16th century. The
term, 'coster' is a corruption of costard, a kind of apple and the term 'monger' meaning a trader or broker.
Costermonger - Wikipedia
traditional music library, menu of tune-books, songbooks and folk resources
Traditional Music Library - Main Menu
Summer-Camp All-Age campfire & communal song-book - 400+ Songs, lyrics, chords & Pdf. Christian Songs
for Children - 250 Songs for Junior church, Sunday school etc. Lyrics,chords & PDF Children's Songs,
Nursery Rhymes and Action Songs - with Chords, 200+ Items with PDF. Traditional and Contemporary
Children's Songs & Nursery Rhymes - 300+ items - lyrics.
~HOMEPAGE~ - A Traditional Music Library of folk music
Product Description. The amazing new guitar notation tool for any fretted instrument player! From the
Manufacturer. FinaleÂ® Guitar is the easiest, most complete notation and TAB software for fretted
instruments.
Amazon.com: Finale Guitar 2003: Software
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The archtop is a semi-hollow steel-string acoustic or electric guitar. The arched table combined with
violin-style f-holes and internal sound-block creates a timbre that is acoustic and mellow. These two factors
have made archtops a firm favourite with jazz guitarists.
Guitar/Print Version - Wikibooks, open books for an open world
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